**Conte, Italy’s novice PM, completes G7 baptism of fire**

LA MALBAIE, Canada — With the glint of morning sun reflecting off the shiny granite columns and the chandeliers, Italy’s Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte made his first appearance as a world leader at the G-7 summit.

Conte, 57, met with Donald Trump on the first day of the G-7 summit on 8 June, 2018. —AFP

**Putin says ‘premature’ to divulge detail of Ukraine prisoner swap**

UKRAINE: President Vladimir Putin said yesterday that it was too early to discuss in detail a possible prisoner swap between Ukraine and Russia despite reports that the two sides have agreed to release 69 prisoners.

Putin told reporters at a summit in the French resort of Biarritz that the time was not right to discuss details of the swap.

He said: “It’s too early to discuss in detail a possible prisoner swap between the two countries in the near future.”

Putin said that he could not reveal the details of the swap due to the political situation in Ukraine.

**Liberia leader looks abroad for help to tackle poverty**

MOBILE: After striking agreements among Liberians, including President George Weah, to face the twin pressures of time and money, to carry out any program. On January 3, Weah became president of the one

**US farm belt trying to head off another surge in suicides**

Farm industry officials are mounting a new outreach push to head off another surge in suicides blamed on economic woes, trade disputes and the current trade war fears, agricultural leaders are warning.

NEW YORK – Responding to signs of rising despair in the US farm belt, the National Farmers Union established a new outreach program for farmers in need. “We send one financial consultant and one farm family consultant to each case, so we have found that even if the case presents itself as a family or community issue, there are always underlying personal or communication issues that need attention. At the G-7 summit in Canada on Saturday, Conte said that he had sought common ground with President Donald Trump.

**Suicide rate rose more than 3% between 2016 and 2019**

WASHINGTON — The suicide rate rose more than 3% between 2016 and 2019, according to new data published in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) on Monday, June 11, 2018.

The suicide rate rose to 14.2 per 100,000 people in 2019 from 13.9 per 100,000 in 2016, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported.

**Wigmore said. —AFP**
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